Consider a convex polytope with lattice vertices and at least one interior lattice point. We prove that the number of boundary lattice points is bounded above by a function of the dimension and the number of interior lattice points. This extends to arbitrary dimension a result of Scott for the two dimensional case.
Introduction. In real Euclidean space R D of dimension D there is the lattice Z D of points with integer coordinates. Unless a different lattice is specified, a lattice point will mean a point of Z D , and a lattice simplex or lattice convex polytope will mean a simplex or convex polytope whose vertices are integer points, that is, elements of Z D . The interior in R D of a set S is denoted by S°; if the affine span of S has dimension less than D, we denote the relative interior of S by S'.
Consider a lattice convex polytope P CR D with the number K = #(P° Π Z D ) of interior lattice points non-zero, and with a total of J = $(P Π Z D ) lattice points. Our principal result is that J is bounded above by a function B(K, D) of K and D alone.
For the case of zero symmetric convex polytopes P there is no need to assume that the vertices are lattice points. By Van der Corput's generalization of Minkowski's theorem vol(P) < K-2 D [4] 40 .f By a theorem of Blichfeldt, if the lattice points of P span R D , / < D + D\ vol (P) [I] 55 . Otherwise we can consider a subspace of R D and get the same inequality / < D + D\K-2 D . On the other hand if P need not be symmetric or have lattice point vertices then even for D -2 and K -1, / can be arbitrarily large. For instance, P might be the convex hull of (-«,0), (0,1 + \/n 2 ), («,0) . With the restriction to lattice point vertices and D -2 we have Scott's result that J < 3K + 7 (3K + 6 for K > 1), and of course when D = 1 we have trivially / < K + 2. These three bounds are best possible. Our results are far from best possible, but in any case the largest possible / grows rapidly with D, even for K - 
Consider the Γ D + 1 points &t?, 0 < A: < T D reduced modulo 1 in each coordinate. Partitioning the unit cube {x: 0 < x tr < 1 for 1 < / < Z>} into Γ^ cubes of side 1/Γ, we conclude from the Dirichlet box principle that some two of them, say k x and k 2 with k λ > k 2 , lie in the same small cube. Let b -k λ -k 2 and let a i be the integer nearest bv i for 1 < i < D. D For Z) = 1 thus just says that there is an integer Q such that (β + l)a { > β, so that we may take ε(l) = 1/2. Now suppose D > 1 and the lemma holds for D -1. Let a -(a l9 ... 9 
a D )
and without loss of generality assume a λ > a 2 >: α^ > 0. We want to choose ε(D) in terms of ε(Z> -1) so that if 1 > Σf α, > 1 -ε(D) then the P l9 ... 9 P D and β of Lemma 2.3 exist. We choose it this way: Let
1 where ε = 1 -Σf a t < ε(D). By Lemma 2.2 there exist P l9 P 29 ... 9 P D > 0 and β = Σf P, such that 1 < β < Γ^" 1 and | βw, -^ |< Z)/Γ, | βw f -P f |< 1/Γ for 2 < i < Z). Now for 2 < / < D, For D = 2 and a λ > α 2 if «! > 1/2 we take Q = 1, ^ = 1 and P 2 = 0, while if α 2 > 1/3, β = 2, ^ = P 2 = 1. Thus we may take ε(2) = 1 -1/2 -1/3 = 1/6. For D = 3 we can prove by such considerations that ε(3) can be taken = 1/42. For if a λ + a 2 + a 3 > 41/42 while α 1 < 1/2 and a 2 < 1/3 then α 3 > 1/7. Now if 7(α 1? α 2 , α 3 ) ^> (3,2,1) (coordinatewise), then either α 1 < 3/7 or a 2 < 2/7. Either way, α 3 > 1/7 + 1/21 = 4/21. Eventually one arrives at α 3 > 1/4, and then 4(α 1? α 2 , α 3 ) > (1, 1, 1) .
For i) = 1, 2 or 3 these ε(D) are best possible (consider a x = 1/2, α 2 = 1/3 and α 3 = 1/7). For D > 4 this approach seems to break down.
In the next lemma we treat the case K > 1. Proof. For Z) = 1 this says simply that if a < 1 is sufficiently large then there exists Q > 1 such that (#g + l)«i > K Q> an< 3 we take ε(AΓ, 1) = \/{K + 1). We now prove Lemma 2.4 for fixed K by induction on D. Suppose it holds for D -1. Let a -(a l9 a 2 a D ) with each a t > 0 and Proof. By Caratheodory's theorem [3] REMARK. We could get a better lower bound for Ufa, by using the fact that not only is each a i >ε(K, D), but (perhaps renaming some vertices) Σfα,. » 1 yet Σf^ < 1 -e(K, E) for E < D. With such a weak bound for ε(K, Z>), though, this seems pointless. [8, 9] 45 that V(P) <(ε(D))~D. 
4. Toward best possible results. Here we indicate some reasons for our belief that the examples of [11] with K -1 and D > 3 are best possible. Suppose S is a lattice simplex with lone interior point Y -ΣQ 0L t X i9 where X Q9 ... 9 X D are the vertices of S and a λ > > α^ > α 0 . We proved in §2 that for arbitrary D, a x + a 2 < 5/6, and a λ + α 2 + a 3 For any Z), the α must be rational. For let Λ' be the lattice generated by {X -X Q , 1 </</)}. If some a t were irrational there would be infinitely many points of Λ in a fundamental cell of Λ' since no two n(Y -X o ), w > 1, would be congruent mod A'. But Λ is discrete so this is impossible. So let a t -v t /x t9 0 < / < Z>, with i5 f ., jc f > 0 and gcd(ϋ f , x f ) = 1 for 0 < i < /)).
The numbers 2, 3, 7, 43 in the simplex examples for D = 3 or 4 are the start of a well-known sequence given recursively by y x -2, y n + xy% -y n + 1 for n > 1. The j/s are pairwise relatively prime, and Σf y~λ = 1 -(y D+] -l)~ι < \. Thus the lattice simplex S D with vertices 0 and y t £ n 1 < / < 2) has the single interior lattice point 1^ = Σfζ . This example (here slightly modified) is first given in [11] 
